New Book Discovering Love Online: Love May Be Closer Than You
Think Helps Singles Find the Love of Their Life — Now in Paperback!
A guide designed to chaperone its readers along the path to finding lasting love, Discovering
Love Online: Love May Be Closer Than You Think helps singles successfully navigate the world
of online dating. No secret formulas, just a reproducible, step-by-step process to make online
dating less painful and more promising with the best possible outcome.
CLEVELAND, OH, March 30, 2018 — Internet dating no longer carries the negative stigma
attached to its past. In fact, as of 2017, nearly 50 million Americans have sought a relationship
through online dating. Over a third of marriages in America now have their inception online.
Furthermore, findings reveal that marriages begun online are less likely to result in a break-up
when compared with those initiated through conventional dating venues, and they oﬀer a
perceivably higher rate of marital satisfaction. It’s obvious that online dating has quickly
become an extraordinary means of bringing couples together and that it will only increase in
popularity going forward.
Given the above statistics, Propeller Cap, LLC is pleased to announce its long-anticipated
release of Discovering Love Online: Love May Be Closer Than You Think by author Chuck Miller
covering the online dating process from start to finish. Published January 1, 2018 on the Kindle
platform (ISBN-13: 978-0-9996921-0-3) and available at a reduced price of $4.99, it can also
be purchased now in paperback (ISBN-13: 978-0-9996921-1-0) for $9.99.
One aspect that sets Discovering Love Online apart from the competition is its perspective.
Most books about online dating lack one critical ingredient—a success story. Many are written
by authors who are still single. Of the married writers in the mix, not all met their spouses
online. Sadly, others just oﬀer questionable advice. That’s why this guide stands in contrast to
much of its competition. It emerged from the author’s own successful online dating experience.
It also diﬀers in its purpose. While a large percentage of online dating books have been written
for those seeking a more casual relationship, Discovering Love Online: Love May Be Closer
Than You Think is designed to help singles find the love of their life and experience true
companionship. It encourages them to grow as a person, date responsibly and be more
productive in their search for lasting love.
Discovering Love Online is also a dating blueprint based on a Christian worldview, providing
guidance in the search for a lifelong, monogamous relationship. Recommendations shared
apply regardless of personal experience or religious background, and form a resource that’s
extremely helpful in the search for true and lasting love.
For whatever reason—a death, divorce, break up, time out or fresh start—everything singles
need to know regarding the online dating process is discussed. Covered topics include
preparing to date online and enter a lifelong relationship, selecting the best Internet dating
service, identity protection and dating safely, weaving together an accurate and winsome

profile that gets results, making careful selections when sifting through potential matches,
mastering the art of online communication and interaction, avoiding the jitters and preparing
wisely for a first date, identifying the diﬀerences between love, infatuation and desperation,
dealing with rejection and waiting, and determining if a partner passes the “Litmus Test” for a
lasting commitment.
Discovering Love Online: Love May Be Closer Than You Think equips singles with the tools and
direction needed to enjoy success in the world of online dating, leading them step-by-step
along a path designed to maximize their experience as they seek the love of their life.
This Press Kit is available at https://propellercap.com/downloads/2018-Press-Kit.pdf.
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Quotes from Discovering Love Online
“…when you consider the cost of using a paid service, keep the following in mind. You
can join most paid sites for approximately the same amount per month that you would
spend on a moderately-priced dinner or two. It’s just not that expensive. To put it
another way, look at online dating as an investment in your future and not just an
added expense. You need to ask yourself the simple question, ‘What’s it worth to find
the love of my life?’” —Chuck Miller
“Don’t eliminate someone who could be an excellent match and companion by
focusing too much on an ideal.” —Chuck Miller
“Preventive safety begins with both what you choose to share and what you refrain
from sharing with would-be suitors. Your motto should always be the age-old saying,
‘Better safe than sorry.’” —Chuck Miller
“Real relationships take time and patience to develop, growing stronger through the
seasons of life and from shared experiences.” —Chuck Miller
“Times of discouragement and disappointment will likely come your way, but if you
stick with it, so will the opportunity to find the love of your life. And, that’s worth the
wait!” —Chuck Miller

Awards Won by Discovering Love Online
The Book Designer e-Book Cover Design Award Winner for January 2018 in Nonfiction
“A positive, eye-catching and captivating cover with top-notch illustration. There is
absolute parity between the content and the cover.” —TheBookDesigner.com

